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                             Abstract 

  Most of the saltating sand particles on a granular bed in a turbulent stream have 
successively continued the saltation motion. In this paper, such a saltation motion is 
defined as successive saltation. A theory of the successive saltation of a single sand 
particle on a granular bed is proposed on the basis of the equation of motion for the 
saltation and the dynamic characteristics of collision between a saltaing sand particle 
and bed sand particles. The theoretical relationships for the saltation height and distance 
and for their distribution characteristics are in good agreement with the results of the 
experiments. 

1. Introduction 

 One of the crucial problems in sediment transport mechanics is to establish the 

mechanics of the motion of sand particles on a granular bed in a turbulent 
stream. Although many investigations of sediment transport mechanics have 
been carried out, the mechanics of the motion of sand particles have not yet 

been established. 
 In  1951,  Kawamura') proposed a theory of sand movement by wind, based on the 

equation of motion of a sand particle applying the drag forces acting on the 

particle to the equation of motion, but neglecting the virtual mass force because 
the force is usually very small compared with the drag force in a wind stream. 
Recently  Owen2) studied the mechanism of saltation of sand particles by wind to 
discover the velocity profiles in a saltation layer and the rate of sediment transport. 

 Yalin3) recently proposed, on the other hand, a theory of saltation of sand 

particles in a turbulent water stream taking into  Consideration the uplift force on 
a sand particle in the vicinity of the granular bed, as measured by Einstein and 

 Sammi0 and by  Chepil5), based on the mechanics of sand movement by wind, 
and he also proposed a formula for the rate of sediment transport. In Japan, 

Kishi and  Fukuoka6) more recently carried out a basic experiment on the first 
saltation of a single spherical particle  from the beginning of movement in a 

turbulent stream and modified Yalin's theory of saltation taking into consideration 
the virtual mass force. Tsuchiya and  Sumino7) also performed the same experi-
ments as those done by Kishi and Fukuoka to discover the mechanism of successive 

saltation of a spherical sand particle from the beginning of movement including 
the first saltation. 

 In the author's preceding paper, an approach to establish the mechanics of
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saltation of a single sand particle in a turbulent stream, including the sliding and 
rolling motion, was presented, based on a different concept of the motion of a 

sand particle from the theories of Yalin and of Kishi and Fukuoka, after consider-
ing the equation of motion of an accelerating spherical particle in fluid. It was 

found that the theoretical relationships of the rolling distance and distribution 
characteristics and the velocity of a sand particle are in good agreement with the 

experimental results. In addition, a theory of the first saltation from the be-

ginning of movement by collision of the rolling sand particle with a bed sand 
particle is established. The theoretical relationships of the saltation height of a 
sand particle and the distribution characteristics are in good agreement with the 

 tesults of the experiments 
 In this paper, a theory on the successive saltation of a single sand particle on 

a granular bed in a turbulent stream is established, based on the same concept 
as that of the preceding paper, taking into consideration the mechanism of collision 
between a saltating sand particle and bed sand particles. 

2. Theory of the Saltation of a Sand Particle 

 Photo. 1 shows some photographs of the saltation of a single spherical particle 

on a granular bed made of sand grains of the same size as the particle in a turbu-
lent stream. Since the Reynolds  number becomes very high in the motion of 
a sand particle in a turbulent stream in  general, the quadratic formula for drag 
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         Photo. 1 Some photographs of the saltation of a spherical sand 

                   particle in a turbulent stream.
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forces is applicable to the equation of motion. It is assumed that the size of the 
sand particle is so large that the effect of turbulence on the motion is not taken 
into consideration. Although the hodograph space can be used in establishing 
the equation of motion of a sand particle, the equations of motion are assumed 
to be established in the vertical and horizontal directions respectively, because the 
saltation height is assumed to not be so high. Neglecting the Basset term which 
is one of the virtual mass forces, the equations of motion of a sand particle 
can be written as 

 dW/dt= (3/4)CD,  WV(o/p+1/2)d—(a/p-1)g/(a/p+1/2) (1) 
in the vertical direction, and 

 dUidt=  (3/4)CD2(u  —  U)2/(a/p+1/2)d (2) 
in the horizontal direction respectively, in which W is the velocity component of 
the sand particle in the vertical direction, U the component in the horizontal 
direction,  CD1 the drag coefficient of the sand particle in the vertical direction, 

 CO2 the drag coefficient in the horizontal direction, a the density of the sand 

particle, p the density of fluid, d the diameter of the sand particle and g the accel 
eration of gravity. And u in Eq. (2) denotes the representative velocity in the 
saltation motion of the sand particle. Since the effect of the velocity profile can 
be neglected in this case where the saltation height does not become so high, 
the velocity is assumed to be a constant written as 

 ur,Aru* (3) 
in which  u* is the shear velocity and  A, a constant which becomes 8.5 in the 
case of fully developed turbulent flow. In addition, the compound notation in 
Eq. (1) becomes positive .

min the upwards motion of the sand particle and  nega- tive in the downwardsmotion respectively. 
 Let the following dimensionless quantities be introduced into the equation of 

motion, 
 W=W/u*,  U=U/u*, 

 1C2—(4/3){(a/p-1)gd/u,k2)-(1/CD,) 
       = (3/4)(CD1 (a/ p+1/2)}(u*t/d)(4) 

 72=  (3/4){Cm/  (01p  +1/2)}(u*t/d) 
and Eqs.  (1) and (2) can be rewritten respectively as 

 dW/dr,=  ±  W2  —K2 (5) 
 dU  /  dr2=(ii— (6) 
 Introducing the dimensionless form defined by 

 e  =  x/d,  =  z/d (7) 
in which x denotes the coordinate of which the origin is at the point of the be-

ginning of movement, and z the ordinate, the solution can be reduced as  follows:-
 (1) Motion in the vertical direction 

 In the upward motion of a sand particle, Eq. (1) can be written as 
 dWidr,—  —(W3-1-1(2) (8) 

Integration of Eq. (8) with respect to  z-, with the initial condition that  W—W, 
at  r,  =0 yields 

 Wo/K)  tanK1-1}/{1  +  (  Wo/K)tanKr  1} (9) 
 Integrating once more Eq. (9) with respect to  r with the initial condition that 

 ,=0 at  ;,=0, the trajectory in the vertical direction can be written  as 
 =  (4/3){  (a/p+1/2)/CD,}log{cosKr,  +  (Wo/K)sinKr,} (10)
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 Since the saltation height becomes maximum when W=0 in Eq. (9), the time 
 ri,n can be expressed as 

 710=  (1/K)tan-1(Wo/K) (11) 
Therefore, the maximum saltation height H can be written by putting Eq. (11) 
into Eq. (10) as  

.17=(2/3){(olp+  1/2)/CD,} log{1  +  (  Wo/K)2} (12) 
in which  H denotes H/d. When  Wa<1,Eq. (12) can be approximated by 

 R:=,(2/3){(a/p+1/2)/CD,}  (  Wo/K)2 (13) 
 On the other hand, Eq. (1) can be written in the downward motion of a sand 

particle as 
 dW/drir  =41/2—K2 (14) 

in which  1-1' denotes the dimensionless time expressed by the same form as  Ti to 
be taken  rir=0 at  ri=R. Integration of Eq. (14) with respect to  71' with the 
initial condition that W=0 at  7,1=0 yields 

 W=  —Ktan(K71') (15) 

Integrating once more Eq. (15) with the initial condition that  )2=H at  71/=0, 
the expression for  72 in the downward motion can be written as 

 )2-11—  (4/3){(0,1p+1/2),'C'D,}log{cosh(K70} (16) 
in which  C'Di denotes the drag coefficient corresponding to  Co, in the downward 
motion. The arriving time of the sand particle at the bed  72,0 can be obtained by 

taking  7: =  T2,0 as 
               C'D,/2Cal (17) 

        72,0=(1/K)cosh-1{1+(Wo/K)2} 
Therefore, the vertical component of velocity  WI just before arriving at the bed 
can  be expressed by putting Eq. (17) into Eq. (15) as 

 0;12CD1  C  (18) 
 WI=  —KE{1+(W/F/K)2}  —1P{1+(WolK)2} 

 =—K(Wo/K)/{1+(iPolK)2} for  C  Di  "CM (18') 

 It is assumed that  CD[ is nearly equal to  C'D, in the range of a high Reynolds 
number. Then considering the case where  Wo,l1C,C1, Eqs. (17) and (18) can 

 be approximated by 
 r2,,(1/K)(Wo/K) and  WTI (19) 

 respectively. 

 (2) Motion in the horizontal direction 
 Integration of Eq. (6) with the initial condition that  U=Clo at  r,=0 yields 

 U=u—(u—Uo)/{1+(a—U0)rx} (20) 
Integrating once more  with respect to  r2 with the initial condition that  E=0 at 

 72=0 the trajectory in the horizontal direction can  he expressed as 

 e  =  (4/3){(a/p+  1/2)/CO2}{a72—  log  i  (a  —  u0)72+  1  } (21) 
 Putting  the  time  72—ruo+ra,0  into  Eqs.  (20)  and  (21),  the  horizontal  component 

 of  velocity  of  the  particle  just  before  arriving  at  the  bed  U,  and  the  saltation 
distance L can be written respectively as 

 —  (a  —  00)/[1+  (a  —  (tan-1(  IVG/K) 

 +cosh-1{1+  (Wo/K)2}m)/K] (22) 
       L  =  (4/3){(c/p+  1/2)/CD2}iit  (tan-i  (  Wo/K)  +  cosh-1{1  +  (  Wo/K),}'l)  /K 

 —log]  (a—co  (tan-1(IP0/1-)+cosh-1{1+(Wo/K)2}”/K+1Id (23) 

in which L denotes L/d. When  tiffo/K<1 Eqs. (22) and (23) can be written
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     respectively as 
 C/Ift—  (a—  co)/{1+2(a  —  uo)WQ/K2} (24) 

 (4/3){(a/p+  1/2)  /Ca2}{2a  W0/10—  log1  2(a—  cowotio+  1  } (25) 

    3. Theory of the Collision and Rebound of a Sand Particle on Bed Particles 
      Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram for the collision and rebound of a sand 

    particle on bed particles, in which  VI and V2 denote the velocity vectors of a salta-
    ting sand particle before and after the collision with a bed sand particle respect-

    ively, a and  p the angles between the directions of the velocity vectors and the 
                                        horizontal respectively, and  - is the 
                                        angle between the line connecting the 
                                        center of the particle with the center 

 Vp of a stationary sand particle and the 
 p  7?"—A-Y. horizontal. Making the assumption 

 Pik1Ir• •that the effect of rotation of a salta-         „̂ _;/. yca 12.••^  1 ting sand particle on the motion, the 

                        1/4-friction force in the  tangential di-    // 
 rection at the collision and the drag  / 

 "17 force  acting on theparticle at there-          AA A bound  are smallcompared with the 
     Fig. 1 Schematic diagram for collision of effect of only the collision, the  con-

           a sand particle with bed particles. servation law of momemtum in the 
                                        normal and tangential directions 

    yields respectively 
 —eVicos(r  V2cos  (r—  T) (26) 

 VIsin(r  —  a)=  Vosin(r  —  p-1) 
    in which e is the coefficient of rebound of a saltating sand particle of which value 

    is assumed to be approximately  0.8 in the case of the saltation of a sand particle 
    on a fixed granular bed and  0.5 in the case of the saltation on a movable bed. 
     The value of e can be obtained by Eq. (26) as 

 e—{(ificosa —  V2cosiS)  V2cos,8  (VIsina+  Vosin,8)  V2sinfil 
 -((  Vicosa  —  V2cosp)  Vicosa  +  (Visina  +  Vzsini9)  sinaY (27) 

      Furthermore, defining the following quantities 
 Vicosa=u,,  visina=  WI,  Vocosfi  =  Uo,  Vzsini9=  Wo, 

 u,=—W,cota—a,w,(a,  <0) (28) 
 Uo  =  Mould  =  a2 W0  (do  >  0) 

    and making the dimensionless forms for Eq. (28) 
 WI—W/u*,  U,—U,/u+, 1170=W0/u*, 1 

       110=Uo/u*,111=WIrlo=c72Wo(29) 
    the relationship between  WI and  Wo can be written as  

 Wo=[{(1+a)(452-1)+V(1+0)2(1-6,32)2-48(1+512)(1+52)1/2 
 (1  +  42')TWI  =PGITTI  (Po  <0) (30) 

      Since the values of  15,, and  52 take nearly from 2 to 10, the values of  5,2,  5a2 
    and  13,521 are assumed to be sufficiently larger than unity. Therefore Eq. (30) 

    can be approximated by 
 Wo  '(61/62)  W, (31) 

      Fig. 2 shows a comparison between Eqs. (30) and (31), in which the solid
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                                   and chain curves denote Eqs. (30) and 
 2 (31) respectively .  It is seen from Fig. 

                e=0.55(8,-= 52 that Fq. (31) agrees well with Eq. 
                                   (30) in the range where the value of  dz 

                                        is larger than  2.5. 

   MILIn addition,the expression of  d2 in                                    relation to  r and a can be written as 
 1/02  =  {  (1  +  e)tanr  —  (1  —  etan2r)tana}  

,  .  /{(tan'y  —e)—  (1  +  e)tanytanal 
 =I  (1  +  e)tanr  +  (1  —etan2r)(1/51)}4 

 {(tang  —e) + (I +e)(1/5,)tanr} 
                                              (32) 

 J.  - Putting Eqs. (30) and (31) into Eq. 

 0 (32), the relationships between the value 
  0 5  /0 of  Wo or U and the values of  tang,  W, 

 82 and -L-4, can finally be expressed as 
 Fig. 2 Comparison between Eqs. (30) (33) 
     and (31).  Wo—e{(1+e)Ultani-

                                        + (1 — etan2r)  W,}/{(tang—e) 
                                    + (1 + e) ( -1476/C/I)tanyl (34) 

  Making the following abbreviations 
 bi  =  (1  +  e)tanr,  (1  —etan,r),  to=  (tan'T—e) (35) 

Eq. (34) can be rewritten as 
 Wo=e{b1U,+b2W,}/{b3+b,(1/12JUD} (36) 

4. Theory of the Successive Saltation of a Sand Particle by Rebound 

  Now consider the phenomena in which a sand particle is moving downstream 
alternately repeating the saltation motion and rebounding motion on a granular bed 
both by the drag forces acting on the particle and the effect of collision of the 
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                  Fig. 3 Changes of  velocity of a sand particle in 
                              successive saltation.
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         sand particle with bed sand particles.  Fig. 3 shows an example of the changes of 
         velocity of a sand particle in successive saltation, which is calculated by  using 

        Eqs. (18) and (22) for the saltation motion and Eqs. (33) and (35) for the re-
         bounding motion and by applying the specific initial values that  130=6 and  W0=3 

         for one of the cases and  I.70=  2 and  W,=1 for another one. In this figure, the 
         coordinate r is the dimensionless time which is the same expression as Eq. (4), 

         and the circles on the curves show the initial velocities in the  vertical and hori-
         zontal directions at each step of successive saltation. It is seen from the figure 

         that the initial velocities at each step of the saltation approach a constant value 
         at the fourth or fifth step from the beginning of movement independently of the 

         initial velocity at the first saltation. The constant value is independent of the 
         values of  e,  tam- and K. Since the values of  e and  tam' are generally character-

         ized by the condition of granular bed and the inverse of K corresponds to the 
         dimensionless tractive force, the constant value for the initial velocity in the 
         successive saltation is generally characterized by only the dimensionless tractive 

 force. In this paper, such a constant velocity of a sand particle in successive 
         saltation is called the stationary velocity of saltation, of which the components in 

         the vertical and horizontal directions are expressed by  Ws and  U3  respectively in 
         the dimensionless form. Such a successive saltation having a stationary velocity 

         is defined as stationary saltation. 
          The relationship of the stationary velocity with the values of  e,  tam, and K 

         can be reduced in an approximate form as follows:- Making the assumption that 
         the sand particle- which has alternately taken saltation and rebound keeps the 
         stationary velocity at the k-th step in saltation, the following relationships can 
         be obtained as • 

 uo,k—P'a (37) 
 W0,ks  —1440,k  Cia,R+1=  oil;  =  P'  a (38) 
         in which  Q'u and  Eta are the components of the stationary velocity in the verti-
          cal and horizontal directions respectively, and  Wo,ki-i and  C/0,es, the components 

         in the vertical and horizontal directions at the  (k+  1)-th step in saltation. 
          Putting Eq. (37) into Eqs. (18') and (22), the relationships can be  reduced to 

 W  hk —  (Q'  a  /  K)2  /  {1+  (Vac;  K)2} (39) 
 171,k  =a  —  (1  —P')  litIl+{(1—Pnal10(tan-I(Q'zi ,  K) 

 +cosh-L{1+  (Q'a/K)2}'ryl (40) 
         in which  W  hk and  [7  hit are the velocity  components of a sand particle just  before 
         arriving at the granular bed in the vertical and horizontal directions respectively. 

        Putting both Eqs. (39) and (40) into Eqs. (33) and (36), the relationships of 
 Wo,k., and  °Piz.' with P' and Q' can be reduced to 

 Wo,ks,  =  (b,[1  —  (1—P')/  41+{(1—P')(a/101  {tan-  (Vic. K) 
 +cosh-1{1+  (Q/a/K)P11—b2K(Q'a,•K)/-(1+(Va..K)211)' 

 (b,—LbiK(Va/K)1{1+(Q'a,702}J.,  (1—  (1  —  P'),.  LI  +{(1--P9 
 (a/K){tan-1(Q'a/K)+cosh-1{1+(qa/1-02n))) (41) 

 CI,k+,=ea(1—  (1—  P')/[1  {(1  —  r)(a/101  {tan-'  (Q'a  ./K) 
 +cosh-4{1+  (Qta/K)2}131) (42) 

           Elimination of  W0,4.1 and  C/0,k+, in Eqs. (38), (41) and (42) yields 
 Pt=e[1—(1—P')/[1+(1—P')(alK)-(tan-,(91a/K) 

 +cosh-1{1+  (Q/a/K)2}'631 (43)
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       Q'  =  Eb  ,P'{1+  (212(a  I  K)2}'£—  b2eQl/Eb3{1+Q"(a1K)2P 
 —ebi(Q1/P')] (44) 

which are dependent on the values of e,  tam. and K. Since the expressions of 
Eqs. (43) and (44) are very complicated, an approximation should be considered 
to formulate the saltation mathematically. Applying Eqs. (19) and (22) instead 
of Eqs. (18') and (26) into the transformation, the approximate relationships 
corresponding to Eqs. (43) and (44) can be written as 

 P'  =  8E1—  (1—P')/{1+2(1—P1)q(11/K)2}] (45) 
 Q'  =e{(1,1/e)P  —b2Q1}/{b3—b,e(V/P')} (46) 
 Making the solution of Eq. (46) with respect to Q', the relation can be 

reduced to 
 Q'=  [{(//2  e+  b3 )  V(b2e+b3)2  —4b,,e1/2b,e1P1 (47) 

 In the above equation, only the following expression is considered to be appli-
cable under the physical condition that  Q'�P' in general. 

 Q'=  (628  +  b3)-4/(28+  b3),  —412124/2ble]P'  =AP' (48) 
in which  A is a constant which is independent of the tractive force but dependent 
on the condition of the granular bed, and is equal to (1/82). 

 Putting the value of  A into Eq. (45), the equation can be rewritten as 
 P={(1+e)±11(1—e)2+2(1—e)/{2(a/K)2}1/2 (49) 

in which the compound notation should be taken as negative under the physical 
condition that  P'<1 describing the fact that the velocity component of a sand 
particle in the horizontal direction never becomes larger than that of fluid in  genera]. 
Therefore, the expression for Q' can be written by applying Eqs. (48) and (49) as 

 Q'  =  es  =  A{  (1+e)-1/(1—e)2+2(1—e)/{2(2/K)2}}/2 (50) 
 Putting these relationships into Eq. (37), the stationary velocity components in 

the vertical and horizontal directions W, and Cis can be expressed respectively as 
 VV,=2{(1+e)-1/(1-6)2+2(1  —  e)1{,t(tz  1  K)2})-(a  /2) (51) 

 (7,—{(1+e)—,/(1—e)2+2(1-9)/{.1(u/K)2}}(a/2) (52) 
 According to Eqs. (51) and (52), it is seen that the values of  W., and  U. are 

real, since  e<1 in general, and then the roots in these equations also are real. 
Next consider the value of K which takes the condition that  W,=  =  0. As seen 
from Eqs. (51) and (52), the condition that  IC,=ü,=0 can be written as 

 (1+e)-4/(1-8)2+2(1-8)/A(u/K)2=0 (53) 
 Therefore, the dimensionless tractive force satisfying the above relationship can 

be expressed as 
 u,,2/(01p—  1)gd  (2/3)(1/Col){(1—e)/e2u2} (54) 

which is generally different from the so-called dimensionless critical tractive 
 force. 

 From the above description, it is concluded that the sand particle moving 
downstream, repeating saltation and rebound alternately, reaches stationary velocity 
during the several steps of successive saltation in the case where the dimensionless 
tractive force is larger than the value obtained by Eq. (54), and that  the com-
ponents of the initial velocities in the vertical and horizontal directions in stationary 
saltation are expressed by Eqs. (51) and (52). And it is also found that the 
value of  U, approaches  ea when  K-0, which is equivalent to the infinite 
tractive force, and that the value of  IC, bocomes  aleii in this case, the fact of
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which states that the components of particle velocity in the vertical and horizontal 
directions in the stationary saltation never exceed the values of  Aea and  ea 
respectively. 

5. Height and Distance of Saltation of a Sand Particle and Their Distri-
   bution Characteristics 

 (1) Height and distatance of saltation of a sand particle in stationary saltation 
 Although the height and distance of saltation of a sand particle are formulated 

by  Eqs. (12) and (23) respectively in connetion with the initial velocities, with-
out loss of generality for simplicity Eq. (13) can be used for the saltation height 
and the following equation which is reduced from Eq. (25) under the further 
assumption that  2(a—Co)Woilf2c1 can also be applied to calculate the relation-
ships of the saltation characteristics with the tractive force. 

 /3){  (a/p  +  1/2)/CD2}(ü0Wol  K2) (55) 
 Putting Eqs. (51) and (52) into  Eqs. (13) and (55), the relationships of the 

height and distance of saltation with the dimensionless tractive force and the 
condition of the granular bed can approximately be written respectively as 

 171,(1/6)22{(a  /  0-1/  2)  /  C  BI}[O+  e) 
          — (1 — e)2-1-2(1 — e)1{2(ii/ K),}32 (2/K) a (56) 

       1-,.(2/3)1{(a/p+1/2)/CD,}[(1+e) 
 —11(1—e)=  +2(1—  e)1{2(2/  K)2}]2(a/ (57) 

in which  Hm denotes the mean value of saltation height and  Lm the mean value 
of saltation distnce. From Eqs. (56) and (57), the value of can be expressed as 

 2=  4(CD,ICna)(11./  L.) (58) 
 As described already, the drag coefficients in the vertical and horizontal  di-  • 

rections keep nearly constant in the case where the Reynolds number of a sand 
particle becomes sufficiently high.  Fig.  4 shows a relation between the dimension-

                                        less tractive force and the value 
 /.  0   of which is decided by the 

 0.8 experimental results for the mean 
A values of height and distance of 0.6 A=0.4 

                               ,saltation obtained by the auth-                                            ors7). Therefore, it may be con-  04                                         sidered that the results shown 
 02in Fig. 4 slightly differ from 

 0   the value calculated by taking 
     0 0.08  0./6 024 0.32 the mean value of H/L in every 
 af/(crip-11gd saltation of a sand particle. It 

                                        is found from the results, how-
  Fig. 4 Relation between the value  ofd and ever

, that the value  ofd keeps           di
mensionless tractive  force.                                            nearly constant

, and that its 

value is equal to 0.4 independently of the dimensionless tractive force, within 

the range of  the experiments. The angle of saltation at the beginning of move-

ment with the horizontal corresponding to the value  2=0.4 is nearly equal to 22 

degrees. 

  As described previously, the saltating sand particle which has saltated under 

an arbitrary initial condition approaches stationary saltation at the fourth or  fifth
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saltation from the beginning of movement, regardless of the initial velocity. 
From this point of view, the experimental results in four more saltation which 
were carried out by the  authors7' are compared with the theoretical relationships 
for the saltation height and distance in Fig. 5, in which the value of  2 is assumed 
to  be 0.4 and the  value of e is decided as 0.89 in order to fit it the experimental 
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     Fig. 5 Comparison between the theoretical curves of height and distance of 
 saltation of a sand particle in  stationary saltation and the experi-

             mental values. 

 values. It is seen from this figure that the experimental values are in good 
agreement with the theoretical curves within the range of the experiment and that 
both the saltation height and distance in stationary saltation increase rapidly with 
the dimensionless tractive force. 

  (2) Distributions of the height and distance of  saltation of a sand particle in 
stationary saltation 

  Although the distribution characteristics of the saltation height and distance of 
a sand particle in stationary saltation generally  depend upon the variation char-
acteristics of the velocity of a sand particle just before and after the collision with 
bed particles, the dispersion characteristics of the angle of collision and the 
effect of turbulence on the motion of the particle, it is assumed that the distri-
bution of height and distance of saltation is affected by the  variation character-
istics of the velocity. From this point of view, making the assumption that the 
density function of the horizontal velocity of a sand particle in stationary saltation 

 f,(0) can be expressed by the Gaussian distribution in the form 
 f(U)_ (I/2z)  (1.(444)expl—W—0O2/2aft2i (59) 

in which  Or is the standard deviation of the dimensionless  horizontal velocity U, 
which is assumed to be 

 OTT=aCs (60) 
in which  a is a constant, and  making the assumption that the relation between 
the horizontal and vertical velocities can be  generally expressed by 

 W=  AU (61) 
the density function of the dimensionless vertical velocity can be written as
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 b(W)=  (1/27)  (1/sWs)exp{—  (W  —  Ws)2/2(eWs)2)- (62) 
The relationship between the density function of saltation height  f3(17) and the 
function of the vertical velocity f2(W) can generally be expressed as 

   f3(R)d =f2(W)dW (63) 
 Therefore, putting  Eqs. (13) and (62) into Eq. (63), the density function of 

saltation height can be written as 

 f3(R)=  (1/2V2r)  (1  /  m)  exp{  —(iIH—,117,,,),/23,17.} (64) 
in which  Pm is the mean value of saltation height which is assumed to  be equiva-
lent to the value expressed by Eq. (56). 

 Since the saltation distance expressed by Eq. (55) can be rewritten using Eq. 
(61) in order to formulate the density function of saltation distance as 

 (S/3){  (a/  p+  1/2)/  CDJA  (01  If)  2 (65) 
applying the relation between the density function of saltation distance  jr,(L) and 
the function of horizontal velocity  fi(U  ) expressed by 

 ,11(E)d  r=  fl(C)de- (66) 
the density function can be reduced to 

 f  4(1.4)=  (1/21/27r)  (1/s/  L.C.)exP{  —(VE  —  Lm)212s21,4 (67) 
in which Em is the mean value of saltation distance which is assumed to be equal 
to the value expressed by Eq. (57). 

 Fig. 6 describes a comparison between the theoretical curves of the distribution 
of saltation height of a sand particle in stationary saltation and the experimental 
values obtained by the  authors7) and Fig. 7 also shows a comparison between the 
theoretical curves of the distribution of saltation distance and the experimental 
values. In these figures, the value of a is assumed to be equal to  0.2 in the 
computation of Eqs. (64) and (67). It is seen from the comparison that both the 
distributions of the saltation height and distance of a sand particle in stationary 
saltation generally skew on the small side of the height and distance, and that 
the theoretical curves for the distributions are in good agreement with the exper-
imental results although for their mean values the experimental values in the 
comparison are used for convenience. That is to say, the assumption for the 
distribution of the horizontal velocity of a sand particle in stationary saltation 
seems to be right for formulating the distribution characteristics of the saltation 

                                  height and distance. From the above 
 1.S  /                                   consideration it is confirmed that  C

at. erfinim  crti/Im 
 to  08stationarysaltation of a sandparticle 

  06Expt ocrcnimaerc/Cm[                                      generally exists in a turbulent stream.                                     I
n addition, although the value of e,  NSW_41,4_1)01.111   0.4mit g  =0.2  was decided to fit the theoretical 

  02 curve  to theresults ofexperiment, the 

  0validity of thevalue can be recon-
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 u.2/(00-11gd Since the standard deviations of f3(17) 
                                   and  j;(H) are functions of the values 

Fig. 8 Changes of values of  anIH,,, and                                      of a,  gm and Em, the values of  as and  °III,m with  increase of dimen-                                  ak which are obtained from Eqs. (64)        sionless tractive force for validity 
      of value of  e  used. and (67), divided by the mean values
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are characterized by the value of e only. Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the 
values of  cie/17m and  cir7Lin obtained graphically by Eqs. (64) and (67) shown 
in Figs. 6 and 7 and the experimental values corresponding to them. It is seen from 
the comparison that both values are nearly the same, but that the values are 
scattered. It is concluded therefore from the consideration that the distribution 
of the initial velocity of a sand particle in stationary saltation can be expressed 
by the Gaussian distribution of which the standard deviation keeps  0.2 times the 
mean value independently of the dimensionless tractive force. 

6. Conclusion 

 Although the phenomena of saltation of a sand particle on a granular bed in 
a turbulent stream are very complicated, there generally exists stationary saltation 
as specially defined in this paper, which is different from the first saltation 
from the beginning of  movement. A theory on stationary saltation, which is a type 
of successive saltation, is established, based on the equations of motion for the 
saltation of a sand particle and the dynamic relationship of the collision of a 
saltating sand particle with bed particles. It was concluded from the comparison 
between the theory and the results of the experiment that the theoretical relation-
ships for stationary saltation are in good agreement with the results of the ex-

periment. 
 Since further calculations for the successive saltation of a sand  particle including 

any step of saltation can be carried out using an electronic computer, a theory 
both on the velocity profile in a saltation layer and the rate of sediment transport 
due to the saltation motion of sand particles will be established with the aid of 
some basic results of the experimental investigations on the saltation of a cloud 
of sand particles in a turbulent  streamm. 
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                                  Appendix 

 In  Fig.  S there is a mistake in the vicinity of the origin of coordinate, because the 
theoretical values of the saltation height and distance should vanish at the value of 
dimensionless  tractive force expressed by Eq. (54).




